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Abstract

We investigate the application of grammar inference to the analysis of facial expressions
to discover underlying sequential regularities characteristic for a specific mental state.
The input consists of sequences of action units (AUs), which represent basic facial sig-
nals. The typical classification task for facial expression analysis is to assign a set of AUs
its corresponding mental state, e.g., an emotion. To our knowledge, there is no research
investigating whether there is diagnostic information in the sequence in which the AUs
occur in a given time interval. Our study is based on data of facial expressions of pain
obtained in a psychological experiment with 347 pain episodes of 86 subjects represented
as sequences of AUs. We applied the Alignment-Based Learning (ABL) approach to infer
the underlying grammar for the set of all AUs which occurred in the sequences and for
a reduced alphabet of the relevant AUs only. We used 10-fold cross-validation to esti-
mate performance and we extended ABL with a frequency-based heuristics to reduce the
number of grammar rules by eliminating such rules which do not contribute significantly
to performance. The resulting grammar for the reduced AU alphabet provides a first
approximation for a “grammar of pain”.

Keywords: grammar of pain, alignment-based learning, heuristic rule extraction, facial
expression analysis

1. Introduction

The most common scenario for machine learning is generalization from labeled data
[3, 23]—so, samples of pre-classified data are available. In contrast, data mining research
is often concerned with unlabeled data [13]—so, only datasets where it is not deter-
mined which data belong to which class or where suitable classes underlying the data are5

not even known are available. The majority of research addresses knowledge discovery
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in large databases where data are represented as feature vectors and typical methods
are cluster analysis or association rules [20]. In some application domains, knowledge
discovery methods are applied to small sets of structured data. A classical example
is Lenat’s Automated Mathematician [16] where interesting relations between numbers10

were explored and concepts such as prime numbers were re-discovered. Another example
is identifying recurring regularities in problem solving traces represented as sequences of
actions [28]. Both applications aim to discover regular patterns in structured data.

A generic method to identify regular abstract patterns from smaller sets of data is
grammar inference (GI). GI is a sub-field of machine learning and artificial intelligence15

which addresses the induction of structure from sequences of symbols [7, 11, 25, 26].
A variety of algorithms and systems learning grammars is available. The majority of
work in GI is concerned with formal analyzes of learnability. However, there are several
areas of application of GI, especially in the domains of natural language acquisition,
computational biology, and web mining [8].20

We want to explore an application of GI for structural pattern recognition in the
domain of facial expression analysis [10]. More specifically, we apply GI to data of mimic
reactions to systematically applied pain stimuli and identify underlying regularities in
the sequences of basic facial reactions. In contrast to typical application domains of
knowledge discovery, only a small set of data is available because of the high costs of25

data collection in this domain. Furthermore, we are interested in sequential data, i.e., a
special case of structured data. Finally, the identified patterns need to be represented
symbolically to be able to communicate the learned rules to experts in the application
domain of pain research. To our knowledge, the applicability of GI in the domain of
facial expression analysis was explored for the first time in [29]. In this paper we present30

an extension of this preliminary work.
In the following, we first introduce our application domain. Afterward, we describe

how Alignment-Based Learning (ABL) [34] can be applied to sequences of facial expres-
sions. The aim is to obtain compact grammars which can be interpreted by humans,
especially researchers in psychology. We apply cross-validation to estimate the precision35

of the induced grammars. Furthermore, we present a heuristic method for reducing sets
of grammar rules in such a way that loss in precision is not significant. We conclude with
a short discussion and further work to be done.

2. Facial Expressions of Pain

Automated analysis of facial expressions is an active area of research since the 1990s40

[10, 15]. Besides applications in human-robot interaction and image retrieval, facial
expression analysis is used to support the detection and analysis of human emotions
and other psychological states [6]. One expression analysis approach is based on the
identification of facial action units using the Facial Action Coding System [FACS, 9, 17]—
an anatomically based system defined over 43 different facial movements, the so called45

action units (AUs). It is widely accepted in psychology that emotional states can be
identified by the presence of specific sets of AUs [9]. For example, disgust is characterized
by AUs 9 (nose wrinkler), 15 (lip corner depressor), and 16 (lower lip depressor). FACS is
also used to identify pain [2, 14, 19, 27]. Typically, to identify mental activities, classifiers
over AUs are learned from labeled data [10].50
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Σ = {au7, au4, au25, au6, au26, au9, au18, au10, au17, au14, au12, au43, au1,
au25-26, au6-7, au2, au1-2, au20, au24, au32, au16, au4-7, au5, au23,
au6-7-9, au15, au38, au19, au6-9, au4-9, au19-25-26, au7-10, au6-7-10,
au17-24, au4-7-9, au4-6-7, au30, au28, au6-12, au6-10, au7-9, au4-6-7-10,
au9-25, au4-43, au31, au45, au4-6-7-9, au39, au7-25, au34, au7-18-25,
au27, au14-24, au17-18, au15-17, au10-25, au7-20, au7-18, au4-16, au6-7-12,
au4-7-10, au6-43, au9-17, au19-25, au7-12, au12-25,au6-9-25-26, au4-7-26,
au14-16, au6-7-20, au6-20, au10-12, au6-7-25, au20-25, au4-17, au6-7-9-17}

Figure 1: List of AUs and AU compounds sorted by decreasing frequency of occurrence.

For manual as well as for automated classification the usual procedure is to identify
which AUs occur in which intensities in a given time frame, e.g., 5 seconds. That is,
the current practice is to identify the set of AUs presently active in a face to assign
the underlying mental state. However, there might be additional diagnostically relevant
information in the sequence in which the AUs appear. Knowledge about empirically valid55

sequences of AUs might also contribute for more realistic emotion generation in avatars
and humanoid robots [21].

To explore whether AUs appear in specific sequences, we analyzed data which were
obtained in a psychological study of facial expression of pain in patients with dementia by
Kunz et al. [14]. The main aim of this study was to investigate whether facial responses60

of demented patients are identical to the responses of healthy subjects. If this were the
case, facial expressions of pain could be used as an alternative pain assessment tool for
demented patients, especially if the patients are verbally handicapped [18].

In the psychological study demented patients and healthy persons were exposed to
pain of various intensities. Pain was induced by short pressure stimulations ranging from65

1 to 5 kg, which is the physical unit of the Fischer algometer used in this study. Each
subject received 4 series of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 kg stimuli (totaling to 20 stimulations per
subject).2 The facial responses were analyzed by a trained FACS coder and the identified
AUs were entered in a database with AU number, onset-time, offset-time, and intensity
rating (if appropriate). The details of the experimental setting are reported in Kunz70

et al. [14].
The intensity of facial responses varies widely between individuals. Even for rather

strong stimuli there are typically about 1/3 non-responders, which are persons who do
not show any facial reaction at all. This was also the case for the study of Kunz et al.
[14]. Therefore, we only included pain episodes which occurred during high pressure (475

and 5 kg) in our study.

2.1. Description of Data

For our study we converted each pain episode into a sequence of AUs. Each sequence
is formed from the FACS codings by stringing together all AUs in order of their onset
time. If two or more AUs have the same onset time—that is, appear in the same frame of80

the video recording—we used compounds of AUs. Within AU compounds the individual
AU numbers are ordered naturally and separated by a hyphen. Note that a compound

2Please note that this set up was approved by an ethics committee.
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au7

au6-7

au7 au4 au7 au9

au12 au19-25-26 au19-25-26 au28 au17

au6-12 au7

(a) Complete Alphabet Σ

au7

au6-7

au7 au4 au7 au9

auI auI-I-I auI-I-I auI auI

auI-6 au7

(b) Reduced Alphabet ΣI

Figure 2: Examples of sequences. Please note that the examples over the reduced alphabet result from
summarizing irrelevant AUs in the examples over the full alphabet.

Table 1: Lengths and number of distinct AUs and AU compounds separated by subject groups. Shown
are the number of subjects (#sub); the number of pain episodes, or sequences, (N); the sequence length;
the total number of distinct AUs and AU compounds within all sequence (#AUs); and the number of
distinct AUs and AU compounds per sequence. For the sequence length the average including standard
deviation (l̄), the minimum (minl), and the maximum (maxl) are given. For the number of distinct AUs
and AU compounds per sequence the average including standard deviation (t̄) and the maximum (maxt)
are given.

(a) Sequence counts and lengths for both alphabets

Group #sub N l̄ minl maxl

Overall 86 347 4.03± 3.16 1 17

Demented 31 142 4.70± 3.34 1 16

Healthy 55 205 3.57± 2.95 1 17

(b) AU count for the complete set of AUs Σ

Group #AUs t̄ maxt

Overall 76 3.54± 2.53 13

Demented 58 4.19± 2.66 13

Healthy 53 3.09± 2.34 13

(c) AU count for the reduced set of AUs ΣI

Group #AUs t̄ maxt

Overall 32 2.69± 1.56 9

Demented 28 3.13± 1.68 9

Healthy 25 2.39± 1.40 7

AU, such as au6-7, denotes a single event while singular AUs succeeding each other, such
as au6 au7, denote sequential events. Altogether, there are 76 different AUs and AU
compounds, which constitute the alphabet of the to be induced grammar. However, 2985

of these appear only once within the whole set of sequences. The complete list of AUs
and AU compounds, sorted by frequency of occurrence, is given in Figure 1.

A sequence is a series of 1 to 17 AUs and AU compounds separated by white-space.
Some example sequences can be seen in Figure 2(a). The average sequence length is 4.03
over all pain episodes (see Table 1(a)). Sequences of demented patients have on average90

1.14 more AUs or AU compounds than sequences of healthy persons (unpaired t-test,
t(278.2) = 3.3, p = .001). Table 1(b) gives basic statistics for the number of distinct AUs
and AU compounds within sequences.

2.2. Pain-relevant Action Units

In accordance with literature, Kunz et al. [14] identified AUs occurring in more than95

5% of the pain episodes (see Table 2). This increased incidence is generally used as
criterion to identify AUs which are indicative for pain [27]. Contrasting facial expressions
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Table 2: AUs with an occurrence ratio of more than 5% in denominated pain episodes in healthy controls
and demented patients (abbreviated from Table 1 in [14]). Relevant AUs in italics (see text).

AU Description AU Description
au1 inner brow raiser au10 upper lip raiser

au2 outer brow raiser au17 chin raiser
au4 brow lowerer au25 lips part
au6 cheek raiser au26 jaw drop
au7 lid tightener au27 mouth stretch
au9 nose wrinkler au45 eye blink

ΣI = {auI, au7, au4, au6, au9, auI-I, au10, au6-7, au4-7, au6-7-9, au6-9,
auI-7, auI-I-I, auI-6, auI-4, au4-9, au6-7-10, au7-10, auI-9, au4-6-7,
auI-6-7, au4-7-9, au4-6-7-9, au7-9, auI-10, au4-6-7-10, au6-10, auI-I-7,
au4-7-10, auI-I-6-9, auI-4-7, auI-6-7-9}

Figure 3: List of AUs and AU compounds after alphabet reduction sorted by decreasing frequency of
occurrence.

of pain with other facial expressions, Kunz et al. [14] identified 5 AUs which are not only
typical, but also relevant for pain: 4 (brow lowerer), 6 (cheek raiser), 7 (eye lid tightener),
9 (nose wrinkler), and 10 (upper lip raiser).100

Following these findings, we reduced the number of distinct AUs. The five pain-
relevant AUs are retained, all other AUs are summarized in the functional “wild card”
action unit I. This aggregation of different tokens into an abstract representant is sim-
ilar to the part-of-speech classes used in natural language processing [22]. Since there
might still be information in the co-occurrence of action units, we kept the compounds—105

replacing the numbers of irrelevant AUs with I. Furthermore, since compounds denote
the simultaneous occurrence of AUs, the position of the I within a compound must not
matter. Therefore, I ’s in compounds are moved to the front. So, the compound au4-7-9

is kept unchanged, while the compound au7-24 is replaced by auI-7. Some example se-
quences can be seen in Figure 2(b). This “wild card” replacement reduced the alphabet110

to 32 AUs and AU compounds (Figure 3). After the reduction, just 5 AU compounds
appear only once within the whole set of sequences.
The reduction of the alphabet leads to a changed distribution of action units and com-
pounds within the surveyed groups. The minimal, maximal, and average number of
distinct AUs and AU compounds per sequence can be seen in Table 1(c). The sequence115

lengths do not change.

3. Grammar Induction

In formal language theory a grammar describes the production of words by rules.
A word is a concatenation of symbols. All symbols allowed to appear in words are
predefined in an alphabet and called terminals. Furthermore, a second set of symbols,120

named non-terminals, is given which are used as a kind of variables in production rules
which describe how words over the alphabet can be generated. Let Σ denote the finite set
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of terminals, also called the alphabet of the grammar, N the finite set of non-terminals,
and V = Σ ∪ N . Then a grammar G is formally a quadruple (N,Σ, R, S) where R is
the finite set of production rules and S ∈ N is a distinguished non-terminal called start125

symbol. A grammar is called context-free grammar (CFG) if all production rules are of
the form N → V ∗ where ∗ is the Kleene star operator. In the following we will focus on
CFGs.

A grammar G induces the ternary relation
r

==⇒G between strings in V ∗. G derives
the string y from the string x using r if x and y are identical up to a single non-terminal
n in x which has been replaced according to the production rule r:

x
r

==⇒G y iff G = (N,Σ, R, S) ∧ r ∈ R ∧
∃a, b, β ∈ V ∗, n ∈ N :

(

(x = a.n.b)∧
(y = a.β.b)∧
(r = (n→ β))

)

where “.” denotes string concatenation.
In the ternary relation the rule r used to derive y from x is given explicitly. If only130

the derives-relation but not the used rule is of interest, this information can be captured
in the binary relation ⇒G between strings in V ∗. G derives the string y from the string
x if there exists a production rule in R such that x

r
==⇒G y. Let the binary relation ⇒∗G

be the reflexive transitive closure of ⇒G. Then a concatenation of terminals w is called
word of the grammar if and only if S ⇒∗G w. The set of all words derivable from the135

start symbol is called the language of G, L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗|S ⇒∗G w}.
Typically, grammar formalisms are used to characterize classes of languages and to

derive generators and acceptors for such languages. In the context of machine learning,
the inverse process is of interest: the induction of a grammar from sample words. Ap-
proaches to grammar inference are present since the early research on formal grammars140

[5, 12, 31].

3.1. Alignment-Based Learning

Alignment-Based Learning3 is an unsupervised grammar inference algorithm pro-
posed by van Zaanen [33, 34, 35] which learns context-free grammars from sample words.
The algorithm is based on the idea that symbol groups within a word have inherent145

semantic meaning like morphemes in natural languages. These symbol groups are called
constituents. The goal of the algorithm is to find the best constituents for a given set of
words. This is achieved in two phases: the alignment phase and the selection learning
phase.

In the alignment phase the sample words are compared pairwise. Identical symbols150

are aligned between the words. The differing symbols appear within the same context
and, thus, it is possible that both symbol groups form a morpheme each and interchanging
these is grammatical. Consider the following two English sentences:

John likes green apples.
John likes red apples.155

3An implementation of ABL is available under http://ilk.uvt.nl/menno/research/software/abl.
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In our notion both sentences are words build from uninflective symbols, like apples.
We see that both words are identical besides the symbols green and red, respectively.
Thus, these symbols form a possible constituent and the words are annotated accordingly:

John likes (green)1 apples.
John likes (red)1 apples.160

This process is repeated iteratively with the original words and the newly annotated
words. This allows for nestings of constituents. If, for example, the second word is
compared with the new word “John likes baseball” the following constituents are formed:

John likes ((green)1 apples)2.
John likes ((red)1 apples)2.165

John likes (baseball)2.

In general, the alignments might not be unique, that is, there might be overlapping
candidates for constituents. Thus, in the selection learning phase these possible candi-
dates for constituents are reduced using frequency information. The possibility of each
possible constituent is calculated and for each word the constituent combination with170

the highest probability is kept.
Finally, the constituents are transformed into a grammar: each constituent is marked

with a previously unused non-terminal and for each possible replacement in the con-
stituent a production rule is created. So, for the first constituent in the example above
the non-terminal n1 would be created along with the production rules n1 → green, and175

n1 → red. The second constituent would form the non-terminal n2 with the production
rules n2 → n1 apples, and n2 → baseball.

3.2. Heuristic Rule Extraction

Alignment-Based Learning might result in grammars with a high number of rules,
many of which might cover (sub-) words which only occur once in a sample of words. In180

the domain of sequences of facial expressions, it might be the case that the occurrences
of some sub-words of AUs are highly person specific. To obtain structural patterns which
characterize typical expression sequences, it is desirable to remove such rules from the
grammar.

Let us define a stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) as quintupleG = (N,Σ, R, S, P )
where N , Σ, R, and S have the same meaning as for CFGs. P is a total function from
R to [0, 1] such that

∀X ∈ N :





∑

β∈V ∗

P (X → β)



 = 1.

As first step we modify ABL’s transformation of constituents to production rules
to yield a SCFG: For each constituent the frequency of its different replacement possi-
bilities βi is counted. When the previously unused non-terminal n is introduced along
with its production rules, the probability of each production rule n → βi is the relative
frequency of the replacement βi within the constituent:

P (n→ βi) =
hn(βi)

∑

j hn(βj)
,
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Input: a SCFG G = (N,Σ, S,R, P ); a threshold t
Output: a CFG with reduced rule set

initialize queue Q;
add triple (S, ∅, 1) to Q;
R′ ← ∅

while Q is not empty do

pop (s, r, p) from Q;
if p > t then

if s ∈ Σ∗ then

R′ ← R′ ∪ r;
else

foreach r′ ∈ R such that s
r′

==⇒ s′ do
push (s′, r ∪ {r′}), p× P(r′));

end

end

end

end

return (N,Σ, S,R′);
Algorithm 1: Heuristic rule extraction algorithm

where hn(βj) denotes the count of the replacement possibility βj within the constituent185

transformed into n.
Continuing the above example, the rules n1 → green, and n1 → red both have a

probability of .5 since within the first constituent the replacements green and red each
occur once. On the other hand, P (n2 → n1 apples) = 2/3 and P (n2 → baseball) = 1/3,
since the replacement n1 apples occurs twice while baseball occurs only once.190

Any grammar constructed by this ABL modification potentially contains production
rules which have a probability of 1. Such trivial rules are eliminated as further post-
processing step: while R contains some rule rt = nt → βt such that P (rt) = 1 and
nt 6= S, remove nt from N , remove rt from R, and replace each remaining rule n→ β in
R by n→ β′, where β

rt==⇒G β′.195

Let the probability PG(β, (r1, . . . , rm)) to derive some β ∈ V ∗ from the S, the start
symbol of G, by a sequence of rules be defined by the following recursive definition:

PG (β, ()) =

{

1 if β = S

0 otherwise

PG (βm, (r1, . . . , rm)) =

{

PG (βm−1, (r1, . . . , rm−1))P (rm) if βm−1
rm==⇒G βm

0 otherwise

Heuristic rule extraction reduces the number of rules in a grammar while preserving
the most frequent words of the language. If a word can be derived from the start symbol
with a sequence of rules (r1, . . . , rm) with a probability higher than a given threshold t,
the production rules used in the derivation are memorized. The memorized rules, the
terminals, the non-terminals, and the start symbol form the reduced CFG. The complete200
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algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Evaluation Methodology

While there is an established approach for evaluating the quality of learned hypothe-
ses in standard machine learning, this is not true for unsupervised empirical grammar
inference [36]. One method proposed by van Zaanen and Geertzen [36] is to measure205

the ability of the learned grammar to classify sequences based on language membership:
Some words from the target language are used to induce a grammar G. Then this gram-
mar is tested on words from the same language and words not in the language. All words
from the same language should be derivable by G. At the same time, no word which
is not in the language should be derivable by G. The crucial issue of this method is210

choosing appropriate sample words which are not in the language.
In the context of supervised learning, the performance of a learning algorithm can

be estimated by k-fold cross-validation [23]: Given a set of training data D which is
pre-classified in positive and negative examples, this set is divided into k distinct subsets
(Di)1≤i≤k, also called folds. For each subset Dj a classifier is trained from the other215

subsets
⋃

1≤i≤k,i 6=j Di. The performance of this classifier is evaluated on the subset Dj .
The overall performance is the average of the performance measures over the subsets.

We propose to apply cross-validation to evaluate the quality of the learned pain gram-
mars. Words from the pain episodes are positive examples D+, words from a randomly
generated different language form the negative examples D−. Both sets are divided in k
distinct subsets,

(

D+
i

)

1≤i≤k
and

(

D−i
)

1≤i≤k
. For each run j we induce a grammar Gj

from
⋃

1≤i≤k,i 6=j D
+
i . Then we calculate recall, precision, and accuracy on the positive

and negative examples of the subset D+
j ∪D

−
j . True positives are words from D+

j which

can be derived by Gj . False negatives are words from D+
j which cannot be derived by

Gj . True negatives are words from D−j which cannot be derived by Gj . False positives

are words from D−j which can be derived by Gj . Then recall, precision, and accuracy for
a fold j can be calculated the usual way:

precisionj =
true positives

true positives + false positives
=

∣

∣

{

w ∈ D+
j | S ⇒

∗
G w

}
∣

∣

∣

∣

{

w ∈
(

D+
j ∪D−j

)

| S ⇒∗G w
}∣

∣

recallj =
true positives

true positives + false negatives
=

∣

∣

{

w ∈ D+
j | S ⇒

∗
G w

}∣

∣

∣

∣D+
j

∣

∣

accuracyj =
true positives + true negatives

true positives + false positives + true negatives + false negatives

=

∣

∣

{

w ∈ D+
j | S ⇒

∗
G w

}∣

∣+
∣

∣

{

w ∈ D−j | ¬ (S ⇒
∗
G w)

}∣

∣

∣

∣D+
j ∪D−j

∣

∣

The overall performance is given by the averages of precision, recall, and accuracy over
all folds.

Besides evaluating the quality of grammar learning, we are interested in obtaining a220

grammar for further psychological research, e.g., to compare classification accuracies be-
tween human raters and automated classification systems. The learned grammar should
be as effective and efficient as possible, i.e., have as few rules as possible while hav-
ing high performance. Therefore, we analyze whether a learned grammar contains rules
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Table 3: Description of positive examples separated for 10-fold cross-validation. The number of se-
quences, or words, (N) were observed on #sub different subjects. For the word length the average
including standard deviation (l̄), the minimum (minl), and the maximum (maxl) are given.

Group #sub N l̄ minl maxl

Overall 86 347 4.03± 3.16 1 17

Fold 1 24 34 5.76± 3.75 1 17

Fold 2 29 35 4.00± 2.92 1 13

Fold 3 27 35 3.54± 3.00 1 16

Fold 4 26 35 4.03± 2.86 1 11

Fold 5 28 35 3.43± 2.97 1 11

Fold 6 31 34 4.09± 3.55 1 13

Fold 7 29 35 3.51± 2.96 1 13

Fold 8 30 34 3.91± 3.07 1 11

Fold 9 28 35 3.97± 3.23 1 15

Fold 10 28 35 4.11± 3.03 1 13

which are only necessary for a small number of words. If there are such rules it should225

be possible to reduce the number of rules in a grammar significantly while still keeping
high performance. We use the heuristic rule extraction method proposed above to obtain
such a reduced grammar. First we learn a grammar G over all words from pain episodes.
Then we reduce the rule set of this grammar by heuristic rule elimination using succeed-
ingly higher thresholds yielding Gt’s. Finally we assess recall, precision, and accuracy of230

the reduced grammars on words from pain episodes and randomly generated words. No
cross-validation is performed for this analysis.

4. Application and Results

In order to have positive examples for cross-validation we divided the empirical pain
words described in Section 2 in 10 folds. The words were assigned randomly to the folds235

such that all folds have approximately the same number of words. However, the folds
have an equal ratio of words from demented patients and healthy persons. The number
of subjects which contributed to each fold, the total number of words, and basic statistics
on the word lengths can be seen in Table 3.

Each fold is extended by negative examples which are randomly generated words un-240

der the following constraints: For each positive example exactly one negative example is
constructed. For each fold, the distribution of word lengths and the terminal frequency
within negative examples are identical to those within the positive examples. For the
complete and for the reduced alphabet, the total number of distinct terminals and their
distribution among the words are shown in Table 4. Since all folds contain positive ex-245

amples of only one terminal and the occurrence frequency of some terminals, such as au7
or auI, is high, the negative examples inevitably contain words which are also contained
in the positive examples. This might lead to an underestimation of the performance. On
the other hand, identical words can occur more than once in our sample. Therefore, the
same word might be seen during training and test, what leads to an overestimation of250

the performance.
10



Table 4: Number of distinct AUs and AU compounds separated for 10-fold cross-validation. Shown are
the total number of distinct terminals in a fold (#AUs), the average number of distinct terminals per
word including standard deviation (t̄), and the maximum number of distinct terminals per word (maxt).

(a) Complete Alphabet Σ

Positive Negative

Examples Examples

Group #AUs t̄ maxt t̄ maxt

Overall 76 3.54± 2.53 13 3.38± 2.33 13

Fold 1 36 4.94± 3.05 13 4.59± 2.75 13

Fold 2 30 3.46± 2.20 9 3.37± 2.06 9

Fold 3 31 3.23± 2.57 13 2.91± 1.90 13

Fold 4 33 3.49± 2.21 9 3.37± 2.26 9

Fold 5 31 3.00± 2.33 9 2.80± 2.07 9

Fold 6 28 3.74± 3.04 10 3.38± 2.41 10

Fold 7 31 3.17± 2.26 9 3.06± 2.29 9

Fold 8 30 3.44± 2.57 9 3.44± 2.52 9

Fold 9 34 3.49± 2.54 10 3.37± 2.43 10

Fold 10 31 3.51± 2.24 9 3.57± 2.32 9

(b) Reduced Alphabet ΣI

Positive Negative

Examples Examples

Group #AUs t̄ maxt t̄ maxt

Overall 32 2.69± 1.56 9 2.60± 1.53 9

Fold 1 15 3.41± 1.52 7 3.21± 1.65 7

Fold 2 13 2.77± 1.44 6 2.71± 1.36 6

Fold 3 14 2.71± 1.89 9 2.49± 1.46 9

Fold 4 16 2.66± 1.43 6 2.49± 1.36 6

Fold 5 16 2.40± 1.70 7 2.37± 1.54 7

Fold 6 13 2.76± 1.78 6 2.53± 1.58 6

Fold 7 14 2.37± 1.35 5 2.31± 1.47 5

Fold 8 14 2.56± 1.58 6 2.53± 1.71 6

Fold 9 15 2.71± 1.45 6 2.74± 1.63 6

Fold 10 16 2.60± 1.38 5 2.60± 1.48 5
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A → auI .115 | au7 .081 | auI AD .043 | au4 .035 | I E .032 | F H .020 | C E .020 |
C H .020 | C CB .020 | JE H .014 | BE H .014 | C auI AD .014 | au4 E .012 |
auI-I .012 | F AD .012 | FC H .012 | au6-7 .009 | I AG .009 | FC E .009 | . . .

B → auI J .392 | auI .235 | au4 .078 | au7 .039 | au6 .039 | IB HD .039 | au10 .020 |
au7 H .020 | auI-I HD .020 | AC J .020 | IB E .020 | GAB CB .020 | auI GI .020 |
IB CB .020 | IB AG .020

C → au7 .133 | au4 .117 | auI-I .117 | au6 .083 | au6-7-9 .067 | au6-7 .050 | I ED .050 |
F CD .050 | auI-6-7 .033 | au4-7 .033 | JE CD .033 | au6-7-10 .017 | . . .

E → au7 .200 | auI .185 | auI AD .092 | auI B .077 | au9 .062 | au10 .046 | FH H .046 |
auI J .046 | au6 .031 | au6-7 .015 | au6-7-9 .015 | auI-10 .015 | au4 .015 | . . .

Figure 4: Excerpt of the grammar induced for the complete set of words using the reduced alphabet.
For each non-terminal multiple replacement alternatives with their probabilities are shown (separated
by “|”). The replacement alternatives are ordered by decreasing probability. The non-terminal A is the
start symbol.

Table 5: Precision, recall, and accuracy achieved in the 10-fold cross-validation. Shown are average and
standard deviation.

Alphabet precision recall accuracy
Σ .530±.022 .645±.071 .537±.028
ΣI .504±.016 .914±.038 .506±.029

We used 10-fold cross-validation as described in Section 3.3 to evaluate the perfor-
mance. The grammars were induced separately for each of the 10 runs using ABL. To
identify which words can be derived by the induced grammar we used DParser4 which
constructs an acceptor for a given grammar.255

Performance values for both alphabets are displayed in Table 5. We conducted paired
t-tests to compare the performance in complete alphabet and reduced alphabet condi-
tions. Reducing the alphabet significantly increases the recall by over 25 percent points
(t(13.7) = 10.5, p < .001). The effects on precision and accuracy are reversed, but
also smaller. Reducing the alphabet decreases the precision by just over 2.5 percent260

points (t(16.8) = 3.0, p = .007). Accuracy is decreased by just over 3 percent points
(t(18.0) = 2.5, p = .02).

For both alphabets the grammars induced over the complete samples are rather com-
plex with 1322 production rules for Σ and 897 production rules for ΣI . An extract of
the induced grammar for ΣI is given in Figure 4. Heuristic rule extraction leads to265

the expected reduction of rules which is summarized in Figure 5 and given in detail for
some thresholds in Table 6. Overall, recall and accuracy drop with higher thresholds.
Initially, recall is dropping slower than the number of rules for the reduced alphabet.
Afterward, recall and number of rules are linearly dependent by trend which implies
that the grammar for ΣI contains some irrelevant rules. The grammar for the complete270

alphabet contains only a few irrelevant production rules since recall and number of rules
drop simultaneously.

4http://dparser.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 5: Recall drop induced by reduction of rules. Shown is the recall of reduced grammars constructed
via heuristic rule extraction for differing thresholds by the percentage of retained production rules.
Vertical lines depict selected threshold values.

Nevertheless, the results show that the aggregation of irrelevant action units, i.e.,
using the reduced alphabet ΣI , improves the recall—both in the cross-validation and in
the rule reduction experiment.275

5. Conclusion

We presented a first exploration whether grammar inference is apt to discover un-
derlying sequential regularities in facial pain expressions. Using ABL as an out of the
box grammar inference system, we could show that grammars which describe the general
structure of pain sequences do generalize reasonably well to unseen pain sequences.280

The ABL algorithm is one of many grammar induction algorithms. In further studies
we will compare different approaches to learn generalized sequences. We already investi-
gated genetic algorithms in a preliminary study [32]. In addition, another algorithm for
learning the SCFG for heuristic rule extraction could be employed [4].

In this study we decided to represent pain sequences by the sequence of the onset times285

of all AUs. By combining different AUs to a single symbol we changed the second aspect
of this representation. Further studies varying the representation should be conducted.
First of all, a systematic evaluation of the retained AUs can be done. Secondly, some
AUs might be ignored completely, instead of being combined. Additionally, the onset and
offset times might be used to represent the sequences, though the diagnostically relevant290

information is mostly in the onset of an AU—which is rather fast and then the intensity
is slowly fading.

Another aspect of the representation is the combination of simultaneously occurring
AUs to AU compounds. This leads to terminals with low occurrence frequency. These
rare terminals are a challenge for grammar inference algorithms. This difficulty can be295
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Table 6: Results of grammar reduction with heuristic rule extraction. For select thresholds the number
of retained rules after reduction (#rules) and the percentage of retained rules within the complete rule
set (rules%) is shown. Furthermore, recall, precision, and accuracy calculated with the retained rules
are given.

(a) Complete Alphabet Σ

threshold #rules rules% recall precision accuracy

1e-07 1315 99.5 .994 .610 .679

1e-06 1229 93.0 .945 .599 .656

1e-05 875 66.2 .772 .600 .628

1e-04 369 27.9 .490 .574 .563

1e-03 35 2.6 .314 .562 .535

1e-02 8 .6 .202 .603 .535

(b) Reduced Alphabet ΣI

threshold #rules rules% recall precision accuracy

1e-07 895 99.8 1.000 .521 .540

1e-06 862 96.1 1.000 .521 .540

1e-05 654 72.9 .994 .527 .550

1e-04 275 30.7 .634 .525 .530

1e-03 35 3.9 .369 .516 .512

1e-02 5 .6 .268 .528 .514

evaded by representing sequences as sets of logic formulas. Then, the occurrences of
action units are events, which can happen after another or sequentially. Also, onset and
offset times can be explicitly represented as time intervals. From Allen’s interval calculus
[1] we know that pairs of intervals can stand in one of seven relations, such as before,
includes, or overlaps. Given this logical representation, generalizations over pain episodes300

can be calculated using inductive logic programming [24].
Regarding the importance of sequence information in facial expressions, we ran a first

psychological experiment [30]: We created short video sequences of an avatar showing
facial expressions of pain and disgust. In the base condition, the avatar shows all modeled
AUs simultaneously, that is, all AUs start at the same time and finish at the same time.305

In the sequential condition, the AUs start in some sequence and finish in the same
sequence. Results show that subjects give more correct classifications for sequential
videos in contrast to the simultaneous videos. Furthermore, the sequential presentation
of AUs was rated as more natural than the simultaneous presentation.
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